ONBASE
GOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS
How Governments Meet the Challenges of Today and
Tomorrow with Enterprise Content Management

Meet the needs of your government enterprise with one ECM solution
Every year, states, counties and local governments confront new IT trends and challenges.
Now, there’s the added pressure of falling budgets and less staff. However, one thing is
constant, no matter the level or agency – documents.
With OnBase Government Solutions, you capture vital content so you easily manage, share
and process it using enterprise content management (ECM). Manual, paper-based processes
that used to take days or even weeks now take just a few minutes to complete. Staff has more
time to spend on core government initiatives and constituents see faster, smarter service.
What’s the value of OnBase across the government enterprise?
• Scalability – from department to enterprise, easy-to-configure ECM you build in phases
• Single document repository – breaking down information silos across your organization
• One vendor, one code base – one application for users to learn and for IT to support
• Transparency – eliminates wasteful paper and manual processing and supports transparency
Solve the problems of today and be ready for the ones of tomorrow
An “enterprise” solution used to mean custom code and big service bills from multiple
vendors. Or worse, contracts locked you into pricing and options for disparate tools that
were challenging to integrate and support. Hyland’s vision of enterprise is a scalable solution
with a single code base that has tools for capture, automated indexing, redaction, business
process improvement and records management.
Adopting the OnBase enterprise approach means easier contracting, with fewer
procurement and approval processes, so you have more time to meet the daily challenges
in your jurisdiction. OnBase is designed to let you start in one area today and then grow your
solution easily, affordably and sustainably.
Plus, it’s ready to evolve with you, from consolidation and shared services to mobile
applications for tablets and smart phones, to kiosk and web-based solutions to foster selfservice and enhance your online offerings.
Unite documents, departments, even jurisdictions, for better service at a lower cost
By linking documents and data, your staff members have everything they need to get more
work done faster. That’s why so many OnBase government end users connect their data
systems to their OnBase document repository.
Even better, your integration is sustainable for the long term. OnBase integrates with more
than 500 applications like Esri GIS® and Lawson ERP ™ without custom coding so you
avoid expensive services and solutions that are difficult to manage, revise and evolve. With
flexible licensing and deployment options, governments choose OnBase to consolidate and
share services so it’s easier to share information.
About the Hyland Software solution, OnBase
For more than 20 years, Hyland Software has been dedicated to meeting government
needs for document and process management with OnBase, an ECM solution suite.
Tailored for departments and comprehensive for the enterprise, OnBase is designed to
grow with organizations, whether it chooses an on-premises or software as a service (SaaS)
model. OnBase enables more than 10,500 organizations, from municipalities to county and
state governments, to be more efficient today and into the future. Leveraging more than 250
Authorized OnBase Solution Providers, Hyland’s partner network spans 61 countries.

OnBase delivers enterprise value for government:
•
•
•
•
•

 calability that grows with you from one user to 25,000 and beyond
S
One code base and one vendor providing tools that work together
Flexible deployment and contracting options to start small, go enterprise,
consolidate or share services
Easily configurable ECM solution connects departments and processes
Single document repository eases information sharing and breaks down
information silos

Justice and Public Safety
•
•
•

 educes operating costs  and reclaims staff time from filing, printing and
R
manual document retrieval
Collaborates with other agencies like prosecutor’s office, courts and
correctional facilities that depend on the same documents
Connects police records management systems (RMS) and other data
systems to supporting documents

Finance and Administration
•

•
•

 andles tasks like invoice processing, agenda management, public records
H
and property valuation appeals while reducing process times by as much
as 80% and costs by as much as 70%
Secures documents, redacts confidential information and creates
transparent processes
Eliminates paper and low-value tasks like filing, storing, photocopying
and printing

Health and Human Services
•
•

 peeds up client intake and eligibility determination by as much as 50%,
S
maintains workload with as much as 40% less staff
Connects case management systems and documents for  fast, easy
retrieval of client files, eliminating as much as 90% of the paper

Planning and Public Works
•

•
•

 tores all types of content, documents, photos, video, audio and electronic
S
plans in a single place, while eliminating filing by as much as 66% in areas
like code enforcement and inspections
Connects your asset management and GIS solutions to documents in the
office and the field
Automates processes to route documents and creates simultaneous access

Learn more at Hyland.com/Government

Tailored for departments, comprehensive for the enterprise
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